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 TTIP Jeopardizes Effectiveness of COP21 Climate Talks:

Research Exposes Policy and Regulation Flaws in Trade Agreement

Will the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) undermine current and 

future climate change regulations, including those agreed on at the 21st Conference of 

Parties Climate Talks (COP21)? Findings presented in three new academic policy briefs 

suggest that it will.

The papers, based on independent research, funded by the Wallace Global Fund, and 

facilitated by Environment, Economics, and Society Institute (eesi.us), are now available 

as world leaders gather in Paris for COP21. Researched independently, yet arriving at 

the same conclusion, these three academic policy briefs demonstrate that for effective 

agreements to come out of COP21, we must address the challenges TTIP presents to 

climate change legislation.
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Research Summaries

Low economic benefits, high increase in CO2 emissions

In “TTIP and Climate Change: Low economic benefits, real climate risks,” authors 

Matthew C. Porterfield of Georgetown University and Kevin P. Gallagher of 

Boston University link the current TTIP model with an increase in carbon dioxide 

emissions. They argue that TTIP will subvert climate change mitigation policies 

coming out of the European Union (EU) and United States (US), and show how 

TTIP negotiations have already negatively impacted efforts to limit the carbon 

intensity of fuel.

The challenge of "non-tariff barriers to trade"

By examining the broad definition of "non-tariff barriers to trade," Frank Ackerman 

of Tufts-GDAE outlines in “TTIP vs. Climate Policy: What is at Risk?” how the 

TTIP endangers regulations on hydraulic fracturing, energy efficiency and 

appliance standards, EU renewable energy goals, and US regulations on non-

carbon air pollutants.

Undermining climate policies through investor-state dispute settlement

“Foreign Investor Protection and Climate Action: A New Price Tag for Urgent 

Policies” by Gus Van Harten of York University discusses the impact of investor-

state dispute settlements (ISDS) on climate change regulations. ISDS favors 

large incumbents such as fossil fuel companies, and foreign investors can sue 

governments over regulations that jeopardize profits. As a result, governments 

may either shy away from climate policies or have to reverse policies.
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Key Findings

In brief

If TTIP goes forward as it is currently planned, there’s a high risk that regulations and 
policies that address climate change, including anything agreed on by all parties at 
COP21, will be eliminated or changed.

Findings from “TTIP and Climate Change: Low economic benefits, real climate 
risks”
• The current TTIP model will increase carbon dioxide emissions and jeopardize EU and 

US climate change mitigation policies, yet offers only small economic benefits.
• The US has not done an environmental assessment of TTIP. The EU study is only 

partial, yet estimates that emissions will increase 11 million metric tons. When 
multiplied by estimates of the social cost of carbon, carbon emissions would cost the 
European Union $1.4 billion annually.

• TTIP will increase crude oil and gas exports, thereby increasing production and use, 
which will generate more greenhouse gases. Exported natural gas is 15% more 
carbon intensive.

• TTIP restricts policies designed to promote renewable energy. In fact, the EU has 
already indicated it will do so.

• Put climate change first. We must study the economic and regulatory impacts of the 
TTIP. Provisions of TTIP should support climate policy objectives, not undermine 
them.

Read the full paper

Findings from “TTIP vs. Climate Policy: What is at Risk?”
• TTIP is really intended to reduce non-tariff barriers to trade, especially technical 

barriers to trade (TBT). Removing TBT caused by EU standards is a US goal for TTIP. 
The agenda of removing non-tariff barriers could reverse progress on climate change 
policy.
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• ISDS could overturn regulations on fracking in the EU and US. There is precedent in 
Canada, and this could expand to New York State, France, and other places that 
currently have bans.

• Throughout TTIP negotiations, the US has pushed for formulas that treat all crude oil, 
even tar sands oil (which has a greater greenhouse gas intensity), as having the same 
emissions intensity.

• Europe could use ISDS to challenge the US’s stricter standards for non-carbon 
pollutants such as particulates, sulfur dioxide, lead, and short-term nitrogen oxide as 
well as motor vehicle regulations. 

• Polluters see regulations as barriers to trade that will reduce profits, but we need them 
to protect climate policies. Looking only at profits hurts the discussion about trade and 
climate change.

Read the full paper [PDF]

Findings from: “Foreign investor protection and climate action: a new price tag 
for urgent policies”
• Trade agreements create powerful international laws because they protect foreign 

investment through ISDS. Some forms of investing are not compatible with a stable 
climate because ISDS prioritizes large incumbents in foreign investments, such as 
fossil fuels, over small, domestic alternative energy.

• ISDS has already been used to challenge governmental decisions to phase out 
nuclear, limits to gold mining, controls of auto emissions, and fracking bans.

• General laws and regulations are not immune. ISDS has compensated investors even 
for general, public policy changes.

• If Western European countries gain access to ISDS through TTIP, there will be more 
claims. TTIP would cover 50-60% of investment flows in and out of US versus the 
current 15-20% from existing treaties.

• The European Commission's recent proposal on investment in TTIP does not reform 
ISDS or protect the right to regulate adequately. The newer version, Investment Court 
System (ICS), leaves in place too many of the key flaws in ISDS.

Read the full paper
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About the research's funding and facilitating organizations

Wallace Global Fund's mission is to promote an informed and engaged citizenry, to 

fight injustice, and to protect the diversity of nature and the natural systems upon which 

all life depends. EESI promotes well-informed decision making on issues that affect our 

environment.
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